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Abstract 
 
This paper is to introduce a new approach to build 
topic digital library using concept extraction and 
document clustering. Firstly, documents in a special 
domain are automatically produced by document 
classification approach. Then, the keywords of each 
document are extracted using the machine learning 
approach. The keywords are used to cluster the 
documents subset. The clustered result is the taxonomy 
of the subset. Lastly, the taxonomy is modified to the 
hierarchical structure for user navigation by manual 
adjustments. The topic digital library is constructed 
after combining the full-text retrieval and hierarchical 
navigation function. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The organization methods of information play an 
important role in the application service of the Internet. 
Under the Internet environment with massive data, the 
traditional methods cannot answer users’ information 
needs adequately and timely. At the same time, the 
artificial intelligence techniques have irreplaceable 
function in the application service of Internet. 
However, it is difficult to response the service request 
in time due to the high-dimensional data computation. 
Meanwhile, because of lacking the mechanism of 
semantic understanding, there are a lot of information 
noises.. 
To resolve these difficulties, it is urgent to integrate 
the information organization methods with the learning 
methods of artificial intelligence techniques. Document 
clustering based on concept or subject method emerges 
as the times require through the integration of the 
subject method and the clustering analysis method. 
Concept extraction is one of basic tasks in the 
information extraction, and document clustering based 
on concept is the process of information clustering 
using the result of concept extraction.. Topic digital 
library (TDL) is an important application service and it 
is a special domain digital library based on concept or 
subject features. This paper will discuss the design and 
implementation of a TDL system based on concept 
extraction and document clustering. 
 
2. Related Works 
 
Some works related to TDL construction include 
SOMLib [1], Scatter/Gather [2] etc..  
For topic digital library construction, we can divide 
the construction process into three sections as follows. 
(1) Concept Extraction: Existing methods about 
concept extraction can be divided into three categories, 
i.e. simple statistics, linguistics, sophisticated statistics. 
The simple statistics methods include word frequency, 
TF*IDF [3]. Linguistics approaches use the linguistics 
feature of the words, sentences and documents, and 
this approach includes the lexical analysis, syntactic 
analysis, discourse analysis [4]. Sophisticated statistics 
methods include the C-value /NC-value method [5].  
(2) Concept Clustering: There are some works 
related to concept clustering. Concept Clustering 
Knowledge Graphs contain multiple concepts 
interrelated through multiple semantic relations 
together forming a semantic cluster represented by a 
conceptual graph [6]. Kang, Chang & Hsu use 
keyword to automatic cluster document [7] [8]. Topic-
driven Clustering method was proposed by Zhao & 
George [9]. 
(3) Clustering Description: Document clustering 
description is a problem of labeling the clustered 
results of documents clustering. It can help users 
determine whether one of the clusters is relevant to 
users’ requests. Existing methods of labeling document 
clusters include: simple statistics-based method, e.g. 
TF [2], linguistics resource-based method, e.g. 
WordNet [10], and other approaches, e.g. DCF [11]. 
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3. Framework 
Concept extraction and document clustering 
(CEDC) can be divided into three sections: concept 
extraction, document clustering based on concept and 
clustering description. The process of CEC includes 6 
steps: 1) pre-treatment for clustering objects using 
lexical analysis, syntactic analysis. 2) concept 
extraction from clustering objects using extraction 
model and extraction performance evaluation. 3) 
concept space generation through text representation 
model. 4) object similarity computation according to 
similarity model. 5) object clustering using clustering 
model and clustering performance evaluation. 6) 
clustering result description through clustering 
description model and description performance 
evaluation. 
 
4. TDL Construction Based on CEDC 
 
This section gives the design of topic digital library 
and describes the three key technologies in detail, i.e. 
concept extraction, document clustering based on 
concept and clustering description. 
 
4.1. Design of Topic Digital Library 
The TDL provides information services including 
information collection, storage, clustering navigation 
and full-text retrieval for users in the special domain. 
TDL is designed as follow. 
Firstly, documents subset of a special domain is 
produced by automatic document classification 
approach. It combines the rule-based and statistical 
method to classify the documents from the large-scale 
document collection. Then, the keywords of each 
document are extracted through the machine learning. 
The keywords are used to cluster the documents 
subset. The clustered result is the taxonomy of the 
subset. Lastly, the taxonomy is modified to the 
hierarchical structure for user navigation by manual 
adjustments. The TDL is constructed after combining 
the full-text retrieval and hierarchical navigation 
function.  
 
4.2. Key Technologies of Topic Digital Library 
As mentioned above, key issues in the process of 
TDL include automatic document classification, 
concept extraction, document clustering, data 
integration etc. Because the technology of automatic 
document classification is researched widely, the detail 
about it is not described in this paper. Three key 
technologies of TDL are detailed as follows. 
4.2.1. Concept Extraction. Many automatic concept 
extraction approaches on a small-scale corpus had been 
proposed, but few approach involved in massive data 
sets. This paper combines the simple statistics method 
and the linguistics feature of the words to extract the 
concept of the document of massive data sets. We 
construct a large-scale keyword dictionary using the 
journal database resources of CNKI. The term 
frequency and inverse document frequency 
(TF×IDF(t)), frequency (KeyFreq(t)), diameter 
(Diameter(t)), length (Length(t)), position of the first 
occurrence (FirstLoc(t)), distribution deviation 
(Deviation(t)) of the keyword (t) inside the document 
(D) is combined to compute the total score (Weight(t)) 
as follows. 
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  Given the number K, we select the top K keywords 
with the highest scores in a Chinese document as the 
concepts of the document. 
 
4.2.2. Document Clustering Based on Concept. After 
concept extraction, the documents set can be 
represented by concept matrix in the concept space. 
We use sample weighting clustering algorithm based 
on K-Means algorithm to group the documents. The 
algorithm uses academic documents as the clustering 
objects. In the process of document clustering based on 
concept, the document and the center of the cluster are 
represented by the concept matrixes. The similarity 
between the clustering objects is calculated by the 
cosine of the angle between the concept matrixes.  
In sample weighting clustering algorithm, after 
weighting the clustering samples, the clustering 
criterion function is given as follows. 
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The weight value of each document is calculated 
according to the cited relationship among them. 
 
4.2.3. Clustering Description. Document clustering 
description is a problem of labeling the clustered 
results of document collection clustering. It can help 
users determine whether one of the clusters is relevant 
to users’ information requests.  To resolve the problem 
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of the weak readability of the traditional documents 
clustering results, we propose a method of automatic 
labeling documents clusters based on machine 
learning.  
This paper uses Support Vector Machine model to 
automatic label the results of document clustering. 
Because the cluster center is concept matrix, the 
keyword in the cluster center is considered as 
candidate clustering description of the current cluster. 
The features in the process of clustering description 
include the document frequency and inverse cluster 
frequency, average value of position of the first 
occurrence in the current cluster, Part-of-speech, length 
of keyword. 
The hierarchical structure is generated after 
clustering documents in each cluster. The clustered 
result is the taxonomy of documents set, and it is 
modified to the hierarchical structure for user 
navigation after manual adjustments. . 
 
4.3 Implement of Topic Digital Library 
The TDL is designed and implemented based on 
documents database according to framework of TDL. 
The topic database is generated after topic collection, 
concept extraction and document clustering, clustering 
description. The taxonomy is modified to the 
hierarchical structure for user navigation by manual 
adjustments. The topic digital library is constructed 
after combining the full-text retrieval and hierarchical 
navigation function. When users query of browser of 
TDL system, they can use the function of clustering 
navigation and retrieval the sub-topic of the current 
topic database. We have developed 10 topic database. 
The on-line version of TDL system is open and can be 
found at ‘http://topic.cnki.net’. 
 
5.  Evaluation of Topic Digital Library 
 
We try to evaluate the performance of TDL system 
according to the performance of clustering navigation 
results, namely, evaluate the hierarchical structure of 
TDL. It is worth noting that clustering navigation 
evaluation combines hierarchical structure evaluation 
in the macroscopic view and clustering description 
evaluation in the microscopic view.  
We designed an ‘Evaluation Question Fields’ (EQF) 
to evaluate the performance of the TDL system. The 
EQF includes three questions as shown in table 1.  
Five volunteers were recruited to evaluate the 
clustering description and score manually according to 
the EQF of clustering description. Table 1 shows the 
rule for the scoring. The equilibrium degree of 
clustering description denotes equilibrium degree of 
clustering objects distribute in each cluster. Relevance 
degree of clustering description denotes the relevance 
degree between the clustering description and the topic 
of the current TDL. Overall effect of clustering 
description means the overall evaluation of the 
volunteers for clustering description. 
Table 1. Evaluation Question Fields of Clustering 
Description 
No.
Evaluation Standard
Rule for Score manually 
1 Equilibrium Degree  Good(2points), General(1point), 
Bad(0point) 
2 Relevance Degree Good(2points), Genera(1point), 
Bad(0point) 
3 Overall Effect Good(7~10 points), General(4~7 
points), Bad(0~4 points) 
 
In order to further investigate the performance of 
clustering description, a baseline method is proposed 
and evaluated in this paper. The idea of the baseline 
method (denoted as BL) is as follows. 
   The frequency of keywords in the documents set is 
computed first. Then, the Top N keywords with the 
highest frequency are selected as the clustering 
description of the first level in the hierarchical 
structure. The frequency of keywords in each cluster is 
computed and the top M keywords with the highest 
frequency are selected as the clustering description of 
the second level in the hierarchical structure. 
Table 2.  Evaluation Result of Clustering Description 
     Standard
 
Domain 
Equilibrium 
Degree Relevance Degree Overall Effect
CEDC BL CEDC BL CEDC BL 
Realty 1.57 1.12 1.78/1.82 1.48/1.50 8.12 6.92
Coal 1.68 1.21 1.72/1.78 1.68/1.71 8.20 7.04
Football 1.45 1.01 1.62/1.67 1.59/1.62 7.38 5.94
Aerospace 1.64 0.92 1.53/1.61 1.37/1.45 7.82 5.46
Automobile 1.49 0.94 1.61/1.70 1.52/1.58 7.49 5.59
Average 1.57 1.04 1.65/1.72 1.53/1.57 7.80 6.19
 
The subjects evaluated the clustering description of 
five TDL according to evaluation standard and scoring 
rules in the table 1. Table 2 shows the evaluation 
results of clustering description. Where, TC, BL 
denotes CEDC and baseline method respectively. As 
shown in the table 2, the relevance degree evaluation is 
divided into the first level and the second level 
evaluation in the hierarchical structure. For example, 
the evaluation result of TDL in the realty domain is 
‘1.78/1.82’. Where, the first level relevance in the 
hierarchical structure is ‘1.78’ and the second level 
relevance in the hierarchical structure is ‘1.82’. 
As shown in Table 2, the equilibrium degree of the 
CEDC is higher than the baseline method. The 
equilibrium degree of the CEDC is ‘1.57’ and the latter 
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is ‘1.04’. It shows that equilibrium degree of the 
CEDC and baseline method is both high. Because the 
latter method can’t resolve the problem of cluster 
overlap, the equilibrium degree of it is lower than 
CEDC.. The relevance evaluation result of the CEDC 
is: the relevance of the first level in the hierarchical 
structure is ‘1.65’ and the second level is ‘1.72’. This 
result is better than the result of the baseline. The 
CEDC uses multiple features of the candidate 
clustering description. In the process of CEDC, the 
clustering description can be selected using the SVM 
model. The CEDC is better than the baseline method in 
the standard of overall effect. The score of CEDC is 
‘7.80’ (7~10points) and the score of the baseline is 
‘6.19’ (4~7points). It shows that the overall 
performance of the CEDC is better than the baseline 
method.  
  Above all, in the view of clustering description, the 
CEDC is better than the baseline according to the 
equilibrium degree, relevance degree and overall 
effect. 
 
6.  Conclusion and Future Work 
 
Topic digital library is a special domain digital 
library based on topic or concept features. A method to 
build topic digital library based on concept extraction 
and document clustering is proposed in this paper.  
The future wok includes finding the global 
optimization in the process of building the topic digital 
library, investing the evaluation method of the topic 
digital library in the application service. 
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